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ABSTRACT

The formation of star clusters involves the growth of smaller, gas-rich subclusters through accretion of gas from the giant
molecular cloud within which the subclusters are embedded. The two main accretion mechanisms responsible for this are
accretion of gas from dense filaments, and from the ambient background of the cloud. We perform simulations of both of these
accretion processes onto gas-rich star clusters using coupled smoothed particle hydrodynamics to model the gas, and N-body
dynamics to model the stars. We find that, for both accretion processes, the accreting star cluster loses some of its original mass
while gaining mass from either the ambient background or the dense filament. The amount of mass lost from both these processes
is small compared to the total mass of the cluster. However, in the case of accretion from a background medium, the net effect
can be a decrease in the total mass of the cluster if it is travelling fast enough through the ambient medium (> 4kms−1). We find
that the amount of mass lost from the cluster through filamentary accretion is independent of the density, width, or number of
filaments funneling gas into the cluster and is always such that the mass of the cluster is constantly increasing with time. We
compare our results to idealized prescriptions used to model star cluster formation in larger scale GMC simulations and find that
such prescriptions act as an upper limit when describing the mass of the star cluster they represent.

Key words: star clusters: general – stars: kinematics and dynamics – stars: formation

1 INTRODUCTION

Star forming regions throughout galaxies are found to comprise of
dense molecular gas which can collapse to form stars. These stars
form in clustered groups that can contain many stars gravitationally
bound to one another (called star clusters). Such clusters are embed-
ded inside these giant molecular clouds (GMCs) in their early stages
of evolution (Lada & Lada 2003). This embedded phase of the star
clusters life tends to last only a few Myr after which, the cluster is
able to remove surrounding gas through stellar feedback effects (Li
et al. 2019, Pelupessy & Portegies Zwart 2012). Interactions between
the embedded star cluster and the surrounding molecular gas in this
time can have an effect on the overall evolution of the star cluster.
Because of turbulence, the distribution of the gas surrounding star

clusters inGMCs can be very complicated. For example, observations
performed by the Herschel telescope find that such star forming
clouds are filled with filamentary structure (see André et al. 2014
and references therein). Furthermore, these filaments do not exist
on their own, but are often found in hub systems, which contain
many groups of filaments, that can surround young clusters or young
stellar objects (YSOs) (e.g Peretto et al. 2014, Fukui et al. 2019,
Kumar et al. 2022, Bhadari et al. 2022, Wong et al. 2022). As these
filaments evolve, they develop dense cores (e.g. Men’shchikov et al.
2010, Arzoumanian et al. 2011) within which stars and star clusters
can form. The remaining filamentary gas can then be accreted onto
the cluster (e.g Kirk et al. 2013).
The sizes of these star clusters can vary, but numerical simulations
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of GMC evolution have shown that smaller star clusters (subclusters)
can evolve into more massive ones with. Two important mechanisms
for this growth are subcluster mergers, and accretion of the back-
ground gas in which the cluster is embedded (Howard et al. 2018
hereafter H18). We focus on the latter in this work and point the
reader to Karam & Sills (2022) (hereafter Paper I) for a study of
subcluster mergers.
Simulating star formation inside GMCs is computationally chal-

lenging because of the small timesteps required to properlymodel the
high density gas. Therefore, in order to model star cluster formation
and evolution alongside the rest of the GMC, a sink particle prescrip-
tion is often used. A commonly used prescription is that described
in Federrath et al. (2010), which was used in H18. This approach
models a subcluster of gas and stars as a sink with parameters that
describe its overall behaviour (i.e. the total mass, position, and ve-
locity) rather than resolving the cluster as a collection of individual
stars and gas. Though sink particles drastically reduce computation
time, a caveat to their use is that the internal evolution of the stars and
gas that make up the star cluster is unknown. For example, in Paper
I, we found that the sink particle prescription does not provide the
full picture regarding subcluster mergers present in H18. We found
that the merger of two clusters unbinds a fraction of the stars and gas
from both clusters involved. Because sink particles do not account
for this detail, we concluded that they could be overestimating the
total mass of a system which is the result of a cluster merger (Karam
& Sills 2022).
While simulations have been performed to study gas accretion

processes onto clusters in more detail, they come with their own
set of limitations. For example, simulations performed by Naiman
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2 Karam & Sills

Cluster Name Mstar [104M�] Mgas [104M�] rhm [pc]

C1 0.06 0.3 0.4
C2 0.3 0.3 0.6

Table 1. Parameters of the central clusters used in this work. Column 1: the
name of the cluster, column 2: the total stellar mass of the cluster, column 3:
the total gas mass of the cluster, column 4: the half mass radius of the cluster.
Any simulation name from table 3 that does not have _C2 after it, is using C1
as the central cluster.

et al. (2011) have considered the star cluster as an analytic potential
allowed to move through an initially uniform distribution of back-
ground gas. This method is similar to a sink particle approach in that
it does not allow one to learn how the individual components of the
star cluster (stars and gas) react to gas accretion. Others such as Kaaz
et al. (2019) have only considered clusters with up to 𝑁 = 32 equal
mass stars to understand accretion onto individual stellar members.
This is not representative of true star clusters which can containmany
more stars of varying mass.
In order to explore the effects of gas accretion on young star clusters

in more detail, we model clusters at a higher resolution containing
both stars and gas, and allow these components to gravitationally
interact with one another. We then allow our cluster to interact with
surrounding gas that would be present in a GMC. We consider ac-
cretion from ambient gas as the cluster moves through the GMC and
from filaments that funnel gas towards the cluster. We analyze the
cluster as it reacts to these processes to better understand howboth the
stellar and gas components evolve due to gas accretion inside GMCs
and to use this understanding to inform large scale GMC simulations
which use sink particle prescriptions to model star clusters.
In section 2 we discuss the initial conditions used for both our

stream and filament simulations. In section 3, we look at the response
of the cluster to accretion from a ambient background media of
different densities, and accretion from one, two and three filaments.
Finally, in section 4, we compare our results to observations to further
understand star formation, and discuss how they can inform current
implementations of the sink particle prescription.

2 METHODS

In the following sections, we discuss the computational methods
used in our simulations. We also discuss the initial conditions of
our two different simulation setups: a star cluster accreting gas from
movement through a backgroundmedium, and a star cluster accreting
gas from a dense filament.

2.1 Numerical Methods

Our simulations are performed using the AstrophysicalMultipurpose
Software Environment (AMUSE) (Portegies Zwart et al. 2009, Pelu-
pessy & Portegies Zwart 2012) which contains codes that evolve the
equations of gravity and hydrodynamics. AMUSE also allows for
communication between these codes. This allows us to simulate the
dynamics of the stars and hydrodynamics of the gas simultaneously
in the cluster and focus on how they interact with one another.
We use hermite0 (Makino &Aarseth 1992) for our N-Body code

and for our smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) code we use
GADGET-2 (Springel 2005). For the communication scheme, we use
BRIDGE (Fujii et al. 2007)with BHTree (written by JunMakino based

Figure 1. An example of filament density as a function of position across
the y-axis of filament. We set up the filament with a constant density of
𝜌 = 1250M�pc−3 (blue line) and let it relax to a density profile given by the
orange line after interaction with a point mass.

on Barnes & Hut 1986) as the connecting algorithm. We describe
our numerical scheme in more detail in Paper I.
We set up our star clusters using Plummer (Plummer 1911) spheres

of stars and gas that we numerically relax. We assign the masses to
the stars by sampling a Kroupa (Kroupa 2001) IMF from 0.15M�
to 100M� . For the gas, we give our SPH gas particles a mass of
𝑀𝑆𝑃𝐻 = 0.06M� and set the gas temperature to 𝑇 = 10K. We
sample the velocities of the stars and gas using the method outlined
in Aarseth (1974) and scale them to ensure that our clusters are
initially in virial equilibrium (2𝐾𝑠,𝑔/|𝑃𝑠,𝑔 | = 1 where 𝐾𝑠,𝑔 is the
kinetic energy of the stars or gas, and 𝑃𝑠,𝑔 is the potential energy of
the stars or gas).
We ensure that the size of our cluster is such that the density at

its half mass radius is consistent with young massive cluster ob-
servations as shown in Portegies Zwart et al. (2010) (𝜌ℎ𝑚 ≈ 103-
104M�pc−3).We show the parameters that describe the clusters used
in this work in table 1. For more information regarding our set up of
the star cluster, see Paper I.

2.2 Cluster Moving Through a Uniform Background

We begin with describing our simulations of the motion of a cluster
through an ambient medium of background gas. We place the cluster
at the centre of the simulation box and set up a cube of constant den-
sity gas distributed in a glass configuration (White 1994).We give the
background gas a velocity towards the cluster, thus placing our ref-
erence frame on the cluster as it moves through an ambient medium.
We choose this velocity to be 𝑣inj = 4kms−1 which is consistent with
velocity dispersion values used in GMC evolution simulations (e.g.
Guszejnov et al. 2022). We also study the effects of increasing this
velocity to 6 and 10 kms−1, the former being the average collision
velocity of subcluster mergers in H18 and the latter being the velocity
limit beyond which we found that cluster collisions may not result in
a single merged cluster (see Paper I). As the background gas moves
through the simulation box, we continuously inject material of the
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Gas Accretion 3

Run Name Ambient Background Density [M�pc−3] Background Medium Velocity [kms−1]

CtS005 0.05 4
CtS05 0.5 4
CtS1 1 4

CtS005_6v 0.05 6
CtS05_6v 0.5 6
CtS1_6v 1 6
CtS005_10v 0.05 10
CtS05_10v 0.5 10
CtS1_10v 1 10

Table 2. Parameters for our simulations of a star cluster moving through an ambient background medium. Column 1: the name of the simulation, column 2: the
density of the ambient background medium (1M�pc−3 = 7×10−23gcm−3 ≈ 17cm−3), column 3: the velocity of the ambient background medium. All of these
simulations use C1 as the central cluster (see table 1).

Run Name Ambient Background Density [M�pc−3] Filament Density [M�pc−3] Filament Width [pc] Number of Filaments

FwC1250 - 1250 0.3 1
FwC850 - 850 0.3 1
FwC600 - 600 0.3 1
FwC310 - 310 0.6 1
2FwC1250 - (1250,1250) 0.3 2
2FwC850 - (850,850) 0.3 2
2FwC600 - (600,600) 0.3 2
2FwC310 - (310,310) 0.6 2
FCS1250_1 1 1250 0.3 1
FCS1250_05 0.5 1250 0.3 1
2FCS1250_1 1 (1250,1250) 0.3 2
2FCS1250_05 0.5 (1250,1250) 0.3 2
FwC1250_C2 - 1250 0.3 1
FwC850_C2 - 850 0.3 1
FwC600_C2 - 600 0.3 1
FwC310_C2 - 310 0.6 1
2FwC1250_C2 - (1250,1250) 0.3 2
2FwC850_C2 - (850,850) 0.3 2
2FwC600_C2 - (600,600) 0.3 2
2FwC310_C2 - (310,310) 0.6 2
SDC - (850,600,600) 0.3 3

Table 3. Parameters for our simulations of accretion from filaments onto a central star cluster. Column 1: the name of the simulation, column2: the density of
the ambient medium, column 3: the density of the filament(s), column 4: the filament width, column 5: the number of filaments present in the simulation.

same density on the left side of the box so that we can study the
cluster for longer times.
The size of the ambient background gas (and the simulation box) is

15x15x15pc. Because the cluster has a radius of ≈ 2pc, this box size
is sufficient to include all the original cluster material. Any gas or
star particle that moves outside the boundaries of our simulation box
is removed from the simulation. To study the response of our isolated
cluster in varying environments throughout a GMC, we consider
three different density values for our background gas: 𝜌 = 0.05, 0.5
and 1M�pc−3. This covers the low density regime used in previous
works (e.g. Calura et al. 2019) and the average densities observed
in GMC catalogues from Rosolowsky et al. (2021). We show the
parameters for all of our simulations of a cluster moving through
an ambient background medium in table 2. Higher density regions
throughout the GMC will likely be in the form of filaments which
we cover in the next subsection.

2.3 Filaments

The equilibrium state of a filamentary (thin and elongated) gas dis-
tribution is heavily dependant on the line mass (𝑀line) of that distri-

bution, defined as the mass per unit distance across the distribution
(Inutsuka & Miyama 1997, Inutsuka & Miyama 1992). Inutsuka &
Miyama (1997) show that filaments whose 𝑀line exceeds a critical
value given by 𝑀cline = 2𝑐

2
𝑠/𝐺 where 𝑐𝑠 is the thermal sound speed

can collapse into dense, spherical cores. As well, Fischera & Mar-
tin (2012) show that filaments require sufficient external pressure to
survive if their 𝑀line < 𝑀cline. We define a ratio of the line mass
of a filament to the critical line mass as 𝑓fil = 𝑀line/𝑀𝑐

line. With
this definition, 𝑓fil > 1 corresponds to filaments which will collapse
under their own self-gravity, and 𝑓fil < 1 corresponds to filaments
which require external pressure to remain stable.

We initially set up our filament as a thin, elongated distribution
of SPH particles with uniform density 𝜌0 and a width 𝑤. To give
our filament a density distribution that more accurately resembles
observations by Arzoumanian et al. (2011) and theoretical models of
cylindrical equilibrium states presented in Ostriker (1964), we give
our initial distribution a velocity (𝑣fil) towards a point mass and let it
evolve. An example of the change in our filament density profile can
be seen in figure 1 for a filament whose long axis is situated along the
x-axis. In this example, we use the distribution given by the orange
line as our filament that will accrete onto our central cluster. We

MNRAS 000, 1–14 (2022)



4 Karam & Sills

Figure 2. Snapshots of the stars and gas from ambient background gas accretion run CtS1. The orange circles represent the stars from the cluster with their
size scaled to the mass of the star. Gas is shown in greyscale with darker regions showing higher density gas (minimum corresponds to 𝜌 = 0.1M�pc−3 and
maximum corresponds to 𝜌 = 104M�pc−3). The black arrow in the top left shows the velocity of the ambient background gas.

take this filament and place it along the 𝑦 = 0 axis with the cluster
situated at the center of our simulation box. As the filament travels
towards the cluster, we continue to inject material from the edge of
the filament to ensure that matter is continuously flowing.
We select filament densities and widths that are consistent with

observations of star forming regions within the Milky Way, namely,
the SDC13 (Peretto et al. 2014), and IC5146 (Arzoumanian et al.
2011) regions. These values have a direct effect on the line mass
of our filaments because 𝑀line = 𝜌0𝜋𝑤

2. Therefore, we distinguish
between our filaments using 𝑓fil throughout the rest of this paper. We
give our filaments a velocity of 𝑣fil = 2kms−1 which is consistent
with simulations preformed byGómez&Vázquez-Semadeni (2014).
We show the parameters for these simulations in table 3.
Observations of filamentary regions give us a wide array of possi-

ble filament configurations that often include accretion onto a cluster
from more than one filament. We therefore simulate this accretion
from 1, 2 and 3 of our filaments with the orientation of our 3 filament

simulation matching observations of SDC13 (Peretto et al. 2014,
Wang et al. 2022).

3 CLUSTER EVOLUTION

In this section, we first discuss how our cluster is affected by move-
ment through diffuse background gas. We then focus on how fila-
mentary gas accretion impacts the cluster.

3.1 Ambient Background Gas

We begin with a discussion of the evolution of our star cluster as
it moves through ambient background gas with different velocities
and different ambient background gas densities. These correspond
to the simulations from table 2. We show snapshots of one of these
simulations in figure 2. Here, our ambient background gas has a

MNRAS 000, 1–14 (2022)



Gas Accretion 5

Figure 3. Total gas mass calculated assuming only accretion (blue line), using
Bondi-Hoyle accretion formalism (black line), and using total bound mass of
cluster (orange line) of a cluster moving through an ambient medium with a
density of 𝜌BG = 0.5M�pc−3 and at a velocity of 6kms−1.

density of 𝜌𝐵𝐺 = 1M�pc−3 and is travelling with positive velocity
of 4kms−1 along the x direction towards the cluster initiated at the
centre of the simulation box. The cluster has a stellar mass of 𝑀𝑠 ≈
0.06 × 104M� and the gas mass is 𝑀𝑔 ≈ 0.3 × 104M� .
We find that the stellar component of the cluster is mostly unaf-

fected by this evolutionary process regardless of ambient background
gas density, or velocity. The gas is affected however. As the diffuse
background gas pushes past the cluster, it starts to interact with the
gas component of the cluster. At later times, we can start to see some
of the gas being pushed away from the cluster (this can be seen as
the dense gas directly to the right of the cluster in the bottom right
snapshot of figure 2). This modifies the spherical symmetry that was
present in the gas component of the cluster. Along with this loss of
gas, the potential from the cluster leads to accretion of background
gas implying that the total mass of the cluster is changing constantly
throughout the simulation.

3.1.1 Bound Cluster Material

We begin our analysis of these simulations by looking at the bound
cluster material. This helps us better understand how the mass of the
cluster is changing as a result of interactions with the background
medium. The total cluster mass can change through two ways: accre-
tion of the diffuse background gas onto the cluster, or loss of some
of the initially bound cluster mass (stars or gas). To determine the
boundedness of any particle in our simulation, we calculate the po-
tential energy (U) felt on a given particle (star or gas) from every
other particle in the simulation (stars and gas). We then compare that
to the kinetic energy of that particle (T) calculated with respect to
the centre of mass of the cluster. Finally, if 𝑇 + 𝑈 < 0 for a given
particle, we consider that particle bound to the cluster. If not, it is
unbound.
Wefind that the boundedness of the stellar component of the cluster

remains roughly unchanged for the entire 3Myr in every simulation
in table 2. Each simulation loses ≈ 1.5 to 2M� of stellar material

through unbinding by the end of the simulation which is negligible
compared to the total mass of the cluster.

To analyze the gas component, we first calculate the total mass
gained by our cluster from the ambient background. We then com-
pare that to the increase in mass of the cluster calculated using the
Bondi-Hoyle accretion formalism (Bondi 1952, Shima et al. 1985)
which presents a theoretical accretion rate for a point mass travelling
through an ambient medium. An example of these values for the sim-
ulation of a cluster moving through an ambient medium with density
𝜌BG = 0.5M�pc−3 and velocity 6kms−1 can be seen as the blue and
black lines respectively in figure 3. We see that using the Bondi-
Hoyle formalism underestimates the total mass gained by the cluster
likely because our cluster is not a point mass. Varying potential dis-
tributions have been shown to have an effect on the Bondi-Hoyle
accretion formalism (Naiman et al. 2011). We find the same dis-
crepancy for all of our simulations of a cluster moving through an
ambient medium implying that Bondi-Hoyle accretion may not be
sufficient in describing the amount of mass gained by a cluster as it
travels through an ambient medium.

Wenowcompare the totalmass accreted onto the cluster to the total
bound gas mass of the cluster which considers both accretion from
the background medium, and loss of cluster gas through unbinding.
We show this total bound gas mass as the orange line in figure 3 for
the simulationwith 𝜌BG = 0.5M�pc−3 and 𝑣inj = 6kms−1. From this
plot, we see that the total bound cluster gas mass is decreasing with
time. This occurs for all of our simulations with a cluster velocity
above 4kms−1. However, the amount of mass removed from the
cluster throughout this interaction is small compared to the total
mass of the cluster. We calculate 𝑀lost/𝑀gas,clust where 𝑀lost is the
total mass of gas that is lost from the cluster, and 𝑀gas,clust is the
total cluster gas mass, for this simulation. Here, 𝑀gas,clust includes
all the gas that originally belonged to the cluster (column 3 in table 1)
and gas mass from the background medium that has become bound
to the cluster. We find that only ≈ 5 percent of the cluster gas mass
is stripped off of the cluster from its interaction with the background
medium. We perform this comparison for all of our simulations of a
cluster moving through an ambient medium and show our results in
figure 4.

When the background velocity is low, all simulations result in the
cluster losing ≈ 5 per cent of its total gas mass. As we increase
the velocity, the background gas density begins to play more of an
important role. In the middle panel, we see that the simulation with
the highest background density leads to the highest fraction of gas
mass lost for that given velocity. This persists when the background
velocity is 10kms−1. As well, increasing the velocity increases the
rate at which the cluster is losing mass which leads to the cluster los-
ing more mass than it gains in the simulations with 𝑣BG > 4kms−1.
However, in all these panels, the amount of gas mass lost remains
small compared to the total mass of the cluster. Therefore, we con-
clude that movement through a background medium can result in a
net decrease in the total mass of a cluster, but that decrease is small
compared to the total mass of the cluster.

This analysis also helps us learn more about the accuracy of the
sink particle prescription as it would apply to our simulations. Be-
cause sink particles do not allow for material to be removed from
a sink after the sink has accreted it, our simulations show that they
can be overestimating the total mass of the cluster they represent.
However, because the amount of mass lost from the cluster is small
compared to the total mass of the cluster, this overestimation would
only be by a small fraction (< 20 per cent).

MNRAS 000, 1–14 (2022)



6 Karam & Sills

Figure 4. Percent of total initial cluster gas mass that becomes unbound throughout the simulation. Gas that is accreted onto the cluster from the background is
not included. The left, middle, and right panels show the simulations of a cluster travelling through an ambient background in which the cluster velocity is 4, 6,
and 10kms−1 respectively. The colours correspond to the density of the ambient background.

Figure 5. Mass of gas above a given threshold density normalized by that
value at the beginning of the simulation for the simulation of a cluster moving
through an ambient mediumwith density 𝜌BG = 0.5M�pc−3 and a velocity of
4kms−1. The dotted, solid and dashed lines correspond to density thresholds
of 103, 104, and 105cm−3 respectively.

3.1.2 Star Forming Gas

Sink particles in the H18 simulations convert gas into stars with
a constant efficiency of 20 per cent every free fall time. While our
simulations do not include a star formation prescription, we can trace
the amount of dense gas present to understand what effect movement
through a background medium would have on the star formation
efficiency of our clusters. We consider gas with densities above 104

and 105cm−3 which are quoted density ranges above which stars
begin to form (e.g Evans et al. 2009, Heiderman et al. 2010, Lada
et al. 2010, Lada et al. 2012). As well, the former is the threshold
density abovewhich sinks are formed in theH18 simulations.We also
consider gas above 103cm−3 as this has been used as sink particle
formation thresholds in previous, larger scale simulations as well
(e.g. Dobbs et al. 2022).
We find that our cluster loses ≈ 30 per cent of its mass of gas

above 104cm−3 by the end of the simulation regardless of the density
of the ambient background gas. An example of this can be seen
as the solid line in figure 5 for the simulation with a background
density of 𝜌BG = 0.5M�pc−3 and gas velocity of 4kms−1. This
consistency rises from the fact that, as the cluster moves through the
diffuse medium, the outer layers are those that are most perturbed
while the cluster core remains mostly unperturbed due to its higher
potential. We find the same slow decrease when looking at the total
mass of gas with densities above the other two thresholds regardless
of the background density. The difference is that we see a decrease
of ≈ 25 and ≈ 50 per cent by the ends of the simulations for gas
with densities above 103 and 105cm−3 respectively. As well, we find
that these trends do not change when we change the density of the
ambient background gas.
We find that the velocity of the ambient medium has no affect on

the dense gas present at any time for any of the threshold densities we
considered. Increasing the velocity leads to an increase in gas which
becomes unbound from the cluster, and this gas is mostly located
in the outer regions of the cluster meaning the dense core remains
mostly unaffected.
Therefore, we find that, for the values we considered, the density

of the ambient background, and the velocity of the cluster travelling
through a uniform density ambient background do not play a role in
determining the amount of dense gas present in the cluster. In our
simulations, we would see less star formation over time as the cluster
travels through the ambient medium. This may change when a more
realistic background density distribution is considered. We discuss
this more in section 4.

MNRAS 000, 1–14 (2022)



Gas Accretion 7

Figure 6. Snapshots of the stars and gas from filamentary accretion run FwC1250. The orange circles represent the stars from the cluster with their size scaled
to the mass of the star. Gas is shown in greyscale with darker regions showing higher density gas. The minimum density shown is 10M�pc3 and the maximum
density shown is 104M�pc−3.

3.2 Single Filaments

We now move on to a discussion of the accretion from a single
filament onto our smaller star cluster. These correspond to the simu-
lations FwC1250, FwC850, FwC600, and FwC310 in table 3. These
simulations provide us with a baseline to which we can compare
our simulations of multiple filament systems. Each of these four
simulations have different filament densities 𝜌0 = 1250, 850, 600,
and 310M�pc−3 with filament widths 𝑤 = 0.3, 0.3, 0.3, and 0.6pc
respectively. These correspond to 𝑓fil = 4.7, 3.2, 2.3, and 4.7. The
density and width of the last of these simulations was chosen such
that its 𝑓fil is the same as the first. This helps us understand whether
the line mass (or accretion rate 𝑀line𝑣fil) of a filament is sufficient
in predicting the effect it has on an accreting cluster. The cluster is
the same as that from section 3.1. We show snapshots of the simu-
lation with the higher density filament (𝜌 = 1250M�pc−3) in figure
6. The gas density is illustrated by the grey scale with a minimum

of 10M�pc−3 and a maximum of 104M�pc−3. The orange circles
represent the stars in the cluster and their size is scaled with the mass
of the star.

At 𝑡 = 0Myr, the filament of gas is seen on the left side of the
cluster with a velocity towards the cluster centre. As the filament
impacts the core of the cluster, the gas density in the inner region of
the cluster starts to decrease. By the end of the simulation, the cluster
core has become so diffuse that gas coming from the filament pushes
through the cluster and comes out the other side (see dense region on
right hand side of cluster in bottom right panel of figure 6). We see
similar behaviour for all four of these single filament simulations.
Energy from the impact of the filament onto the cluster causes the
gas component to expand.

The stellar component responds to this accretion by expanding
slightly because of the expansion of the gas component. The stellar
component core radius grows by a factor of 2 for the three simulations

MNRAS 000, 1–14 (2022)



8 Karam & Sills

Figure 7. Percent of total cluster gas mass that is unbound throughout the
simulation for all simulations of a single filament impacting our smaller
cluster. Colour describes 𝑓fil ∝ 𝜌𝑤2 of the filament in a given simulation and
the dashed line denotes a larger filament width.

whose filaments have a width of 0.3pc and grows by a factor 3 for
the simulation whose filament width is 0.6pc.

3.2.1 Bound Material

First, we analyze how gas accretion from a single filament affects
the total mass of the cluster by looking at the bound mass of the
stellar and gas components of our cluster as it accretes gas from the
filament.
We find that the boundedness of the stellar component of the

cluster for these four single filament simulations is not very affected
by the filamentary accretion. Throughout the entire simulation, less
than 2M� of stellar mass become unbound from the cluster for each
simulation similar to the simulations discussed in section 3.1.1.
Conversely, the total mass of the gas component of the cluster is

strongly affected. The cluster is constantly gaining gas mass from
interactions with the flowing filament. We find that ≈ 90 percent of
the total mass of the filament is bound to the cluster for all four of
these simulations. We also find that accretion from a filament causes
a fraction of the gas originally belonging to the cluster to become
unbound. To understand the effect this has on the total cluster gas
mass, we calculate the fraction of the total cluster gas mass that is
unbound from the cluster as a function of time. We show this as
a percentage for these four single filament simulations in figure 7.
From this plot, we see that the amount of gas mass which becomes
unbound from the cluster is small compared to the total mass of the
cluster. Therefore, the net effect of accretion from a filament is an
increase in the mass of the cluster. Furthermore, this trend is similar
for all simulations with a smaller filament width regardless of the
density we considered. While a larger filament width results in more
gas mass becoming unbound from the cluster, the amount remains
small compared to the total mass of the cluster.
We conclude that our cluster loses a small fraction of its mass from

filamentary accretion, and that this fraction is similar for all filament

widths and densities considered. This result has implications for the
sink particle prescription as well. Because sinks do not allow for the
loss of material, and we find that this loss is small compared to the
total mass of the cluster, we can conclude that sink particles are only
slightly overestimating the total mass of the cluster they represent
when considering accretion from a single filament.

3.2.2 Star Forming Gas

We now track the total mass of dense gas in these simulations to
help us understand how accretion from a single filament affects star
formation inside the central cluster.
We find that the total mass of gas with densities above 104cm−3

slowly decreases as the the cluster is impacted by the filament for each
of these four simulations. By the end of the simulation, this decrease
is only by ≈ 40 per cent for the simulations whose filaments have a
width of 0.3pc. Conversely, the simulation with a filament of width
0.6pc sees a much more drastic decrease in dense gas mass, namely,
by around 80 per cent by the end of the simulation. This trend persists
when looking at densities above 105cm−3 as well. However, in this
case, the totalmass of dense gas decreases by> 90 per cent for all four
of these simulations by the end of the simulation. Lastly, we find that
the mass of gas above 103cm−3 plateaus for the simulations which
contains filaments of width 0.3pc and have densities of 1250 and
850M�pc−3. The remaining two simulations see consistent decrease
in gas above 103cm−3 with time.
Therefore, for our single filament simulations, we find that the total

mass of potentially star forming dense gas present as the simulation
evolves is not dependent on the line mass of the filament that is
impacting the cluster. It is better to consider the density and width
of the filament separately. We also conclude that the amount of
potentially star forming gas in these simulations can either remain
constant or decrease depending on the threshold chosen above which
star formation is allowed.Wedonot see any net increase in the amount
of potentially star forming gas in these single filament simulations.

3.3 Double Filaments

We now turn our discussion towards the simulations in our suite
of accretion of gas from two parallel filaments onto our smaller star
cluster. These simulations aremore representative of the real universe
than those performed using a single filament. This is a consequence
of the formation mechanism of prestellar cores which sees them
forming within dense filaments, and not on the edges (André 2017).
These correspond to simulations 2FwC1250, 2FwC850, 2FwC600,
and 2FwC310 in table 3. The densities and width of these filaments
are the same as those from our single filament simulations discussed
in section 3.2, but we have doubled the single filament and mirrored
it on the other side of the cluster. As well, the central star cluster is
the same as in our single filament simulations. Snapshots from the
double filament simulation with filaments of density 1250M�pc3
and width 0.3pc can be seen in figure 8.
We see that impact onto the cluster from filamentary gas leads to

expansion of the clusters gas component. In these simulations, the
mass of new dense gas accreted onto the cluster core from the two
filaments is sufficient enough to prevent the expansion of the stellar
component found in the single filament simulations.
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Figure 8. Same as figure 6 but for the simulation 2FwC1250.

3.3.1 Bound Material

We first look at the amount of material that is bound to the cluster
as it accretes filamentary gas in these double filament simulations.
Similarly to the single filament simulations, a negligible amount of
stellar mass is unbound from the cluster in all of these simulations
(≈ 2M� at most).
However, the total mass of the gas component of the cluster in-

creases more in the double filament simulations than in the single
filament simulations, as expected. The increase in the gas mass of
a cluster accreting from two filaments of a given density is roughly
twice that of cluster accreting from one filament of the same width
and density. The mass of gas removed from the cluster, however, does
not scale this way. We find that roughly the same amount of mass is
removed from the cluster in these simulations as those of accretion
from a single filament. As a consequence of this, the fraction of the
total cluster gas mass that becomes unbound is slightly less for these
simulations than those from figure 7, but not substantially. We find
that this percentage lies in the same range as those in figure 7. As

well, in these double filament simulations, there is no substantial
difference between the fraction of mass that becomes unbound for
different filament parameters, similar to section 3.2.1.
This result also shows that the magnitude of the overestimation

made by the sink particle prescription in calculating the total gas
mass of the cluster is roughly equal between accretion from one or
two filaments in our suite. We discuss the implications of this further
in section 4.

3.3.2 Star Forming Gas

Similar to section 3.2.2, we analyze the total mass of dense gas above
103, 104 and 105cm−3 in our double filament simulations. We show
the total mass in gas with densities above the 104cm−3 threshold for
these four double filament simulations in figure 9. Our simulations
involving the two densest filaments (blue and green line in figure
9) contain a roughly constant amount of mass above 104cm−3 for
≈ 1.5Myr. This is in contrast to the simulations containing a single
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Figure 9. Total mass of gas above 104cm−3 for simulations of two filaments
accreting onto our smaller star cluster. Colour describes 𝑓fil ∝ 𝜌𝑤2 of the
filament in a given simulation and the dashed line denotes a larger filament
width.

filament where we saw steady decrease in gas above 104cm−3 regard-
less of filament parameters. The second filament can act as another
source of dense gas to help prevent the gas core of the cluster from
becoming too diffuse throughout the simulation. However, similar to
the dense gas present in the single filament simulations, wider and
more diffuse filaments result in a fast decrease in the total mass of
gas above 104cm−3.
Regarding gas above 105cm−3, we see the same trend in these sim-

ulations as we did in our single filament simulations. However, when
we consider the 103cm−3 threshold in these double filament simula-
tions, we find that the total mass of gas above this density increases
over time when the filament density is high (1250 or 850M�pc3)
by ≈ 5 per cent in 3Myr. Conversely, when the filament density is
low (600 or 310M�pc3), the total mass of gas above this threshold
plateaus and remains roughly constant for most of the simulation.
Therefore, it is important to know both the width and density of

a filament to better understand its impact on the total mass of star
forming gas in the accreting cluster when two filaments are accreting.
As well, accretion from two filaments has the potential to increase
the amount of dense gas available for star formation over time in our
simulations, unlike accretion from a single filament.

3.4 Dependance of Response to Filamentary Accretion on
Cluster Parameters

We performed all of our single and double filament simulations
with a more massive central cluster (see simulations that end in
C2 in table 3). This allows us to determine if the trends found in
the previous sections are ubiquitous across star clusters. The cluster
in these simulations has a similar gas mass (𝑀𝑔 ≈ 3 × 104M�)
as the previous cluster but an increased stellar mass (𝑀𝑠 ≈ 3 ×
104M�) leading to an increased total mass. The filament setups and
orientations are the same as the corresponding simulations with the
less massive central cluster.

We begin with a discussion of the amount of bound material
present in simulations of single and double filamentary systems ac-
creting gas onto our more massive cluster. Beginning with the stellar
component, all eight simulations involving the more massive cluster
lose less than 1 per cent of stellar mass by their completion. This
is independent of any filament parameter including density, width,
and number of filaments and is a negligible fraction of the total mass
of the cluster. Regarding the gas component, we perform the same
analysis as in the previous sections and reach similar conclusions.
We find that the central cluster loses a small percentage of its total
mass due to interactions with filaments and that this percentage lies
in the same range as those from sections 3.2.1 and 3.3.1. We also
find that this is independent of number of filaments, filament width,
or filament density.
We now discuss the potentially star forming dense gas present in

these simulations.We find that thewidth of the filament(s) interacting
with the central cluster plays less of a role in affecting the amount
of dense gas present in the simulations. When considering gas above
104cm−3 in the simulations with our widest filament (𝑤 = 0.6pc),
we do not see the stark decrease in potentially star forming gas
that we did in figure 9 for example. Rather, the total mass of gas
above 104cm−3 in these simulations follow a similar trend to that
in simulations with lower filament width. Therefore, the size of a
filamentwith respect to the total size of the central cluster is important
in determining the amount of potentially star forming gas present
throughout the simulation for gas above 104cm−3. For gas above
103 and 105cm−3, we find very similar variance between different
filament setups as those found in our simulations with a smaller
central cluster showing that this dependence is present for all density
thresholds we considered.
Therefore, we conclude that the change in total mass and size of

the clusters we considered is important when considering the fraction
of dense gas available for star formation in our clusters. It does not
have an affect on the fraction of the total mass of the cluster that
becomes unbound.

3.5 SDC13

A common pattern present in many star forming regions is a distri-
bution of filaments in a "Y" shape involving three main filaments
feeding their gas into a central, often times star forming, region (e.g.
Könyves et al. 2010, André et al. 2010). This pattern is also present
in simulations of GMCs (e.g. Rieder et al. 2022, Grudić et al. 2022).
One commonly observed region that contains this filament distri-
bution is the SDC13 region. SDC13 is a hub filament infrared dark
cloud located in the galactic plane at a distance of 3.6±0.4kpc (Peretto
et al. 2014) and its filamentary network is distributed in a "Y" shape
with the filaments feeding gas into a central star forming region. The
formation of this particular filament distribution has been studied by
Wang et al. (2022) and its subsequent evolution along with the orien-
tation of the filaments has been studied in Williams et al. (2018). We
take these filament orientations and create our own simulation of a
central cluster accreting dense gas in a similar manner to the SDC13
region. We show snapshots of this simulation in figure 10. The pa-
rameters of the filaments in this simulation are shown as run SDC
in table 3. The densities and widths of the simulations used match
observations of the SDC13 filaments from Peretto et al. (2014).
This simulation behaves similarly to our double filament accretion

simulation that contains higher density filaments (2FwC1250). The
cluster loses very little stellar mass, and it loses a similar amount of
gas mass as all previous filament accretion simulations. This can be
seen as the red line in figure 11 where we show the percentage of
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Figure 10. Same as figure 6 but for the simulation SDC.

the total cluster gas mass that is lost from accretion from filaments
for all simulations in table 3. As well, we find the same trends as in
2FwC1250 regarding gas above the three density thresholds analyzed
in section 3.3. We discuss this simulation in comparison to all other
filament simulations in section 4.
This "Y" shape filament configuration is one of many configura-

tions observed throughout star forming regions. For example, hub
filament systems can contain very complex filament configurations
with many more than three filaments accreting onto a star forming
region. We discuss such complexities and how they connect to our
work further in section 4.

3.6 Filamentary Accretion With Ambient Background Gas

Lastly, in this section, we discuss the simulations FCS1250_05,
FCS1250_1, 2FCS1250_1, and 2FCS1250_05 (see table 3) which
are mixtures of our ambient medium and filament simulations.
These simulations better resemble the environments found in the

real universe where a cluster has formed along a filament that is
surrounded by less dense GMC gas and is accreting the surround-
ing gas. The first two comprise of a single filament with density
𝜌 = 1250M�pc−3 and an ambient background medium with den-
sity 𝜌BG = 0.5 (FCS1250_05) or 1M�pc−3 (FCS1250_1) filling the
simulation box. The latter two are the same but with two filaments
of density 𝜌 = 1250M�pc−3 that are set up in the same way as those
in section 3.3. In all four of these simulations, only the filamentary
gas is given a velocity towards the cluster. As well, in all four of
these simulation, we use the less massive cluster from table 1 as our
accreting cluster.
We first look at the amount of bound material present in these

four simulations. Similarly to all simulations thus far, the stellar
component of each of these simulations does not lose any significant
amount of mass through unbinding. Only < 1M� of stellar material
is unbound by the end of the simulations. As well, we find that the
cluster in these simulations loses much less gas mass than that in the
simulations of filamentary accretion without a diffuse background.
We show the percentage of the total cluster gas mass that is removed
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Figure 11. Same as figure 7 but for all filament simulations. The grey lines
correspond to all single and double filament simulations with no ambient
background gas (sections 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4), the red line shows the SDC
simulation (section 3.5), and the blue lines correspond to single and double
filament simulations that include a background medium (section 3.6).

from the cluster for these four simulations as the blue lines in figure
11. We also find that there is little difference between one filament
and two filament accretion for a given background density regarding
the amount of unbound gas present. Therefore, a backgroundmedium
can be used to help lower the amount of gas removed from a cluster as
it interacts with a filament. This implies that a background medium
can help the sink particle prescription better represent star clusters
accreting gas from filaments.
We now move on to a discussion of the amount of potentially star

forming, dense gas present in these simulations. Beginning with the
simulations involving accretion from a single filament, we find that
gas above 103cm−3 stays constant for the entirety of the simulation
regardless of the background ambient density. The total mass of
gas above 104cm−3 stays constant for ≈ 1Myr which is contrary to
the simulations with one filament and no ambient background (see
section 3.2.2). This implies that the added pressure provided by an
ambient medium can help stabilize the amount star forming gas in
our single filament simulations, but only for a couple free-fall times.
Lastly, gas above 105cm−3 decreases consistently throughout both
simulations.
When we look at the two simulations with two filaments and dif-

ferent ambient background densities, we find that gas above 103cm−3

increases by 10 per cent for both simulations. The mass of gas above
104cm−3 and 105cm−3 stays constant in both simulations for≈ 2Myr
and ≈ 1Myr respectively. Therefore, we conclude that the addition of
a background medium does not result in a substantial change with re-
gards to the amount of dense gas present in our filamentary accretion
simulations.

4 SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

We have run simulations of gas accretion from both the ambient
background medium, and dense filaments onto star clusters whose

parameters we obtained from sink particles in a large scale GMC
star cluster formation simulation (Howard et al. 2018 (H18)). To
simulate accretion from the ambient background medium, we used
observations and simulations ofGMCs to choose three different back-
ground gas densities through which our cluster travelled with three
different velocities. To simulate accretion from filaments, we used
observations of filamentary regions such as SDC13 to obtain realistic
filament densities, widths, and orientations. Throughout both simu-
lation suites, we found that / 20 per cent of the total gas mass of the
cluster is removed from the cluster. Furthermore, this is independent
of filament setups (number and orientation) or parameters (density
and width) we considered in this work. This has applications to the
sink particle prescription used in the H18 simulations. Namely, that
the mass quoted by a sink particle representation of our simulations
would provide an upper limit to the actual mass of the clusters in our
simulations. We also found that the amount of gas above star forming
densities inside a cluster can be kept constant from accretion from
two filaments if the filaments are dense enough and if their width is
small compared to the size of the cluster.
A boundedness check to determine gas accretion onto sinks like

that used in H18 is not the only accretion prescription used by sink
particles. Some prescriptions, such as that put forward by Krumholz
et al. (2004) and subsequently used in the RAMSES N-body and SPH
code (Bleuler & Teyssier 2014) use idealized Bondi-Hoyle accretion
models to calculate accretion rates onto sink particles. Our work
shows that, in cases where these sink particles are meant to represent
young, gas-rich star clusters, such accretion formalisms may lead to
different inaccuracies regarding the mass of the clusters than the H18
sink particle prescription.
Our suite of simulations of a cluster moving through an ambient

medium involve a very idealized treatment for the background gas –
a constant density. This was done to test idealized models (Bondi-
Hoyle) against more realistic accretion scenarios. In reality, a single
GMC can have a wide range of densities through which a young
subcluster can travel (Chevance et al. 2022). To accurately include
this in our simulations would involve zooming into regions directly
fromGMCsimulations such asH18 to get amore realistic distribution
for the background gas. Such a realistic distribution would include
regions of varying density implying that the travelling cluster would
be interacting with under and over densities. Therefore, the resulting
change in the mass of the cluster would be more complicated than in
our current simulations. We will address this in future work.
To compare results from our filament simulations to observa-

tions, we consider measured filamentary accretion rates. Observa-
tions show that velocity gradients along filaments are useful in help-
ing young star clusters grow in mass (e.g. Lee et al. 2013, Yuan et al.
2018, Chen et al. 2019). The corresponding accretion rate of a given
filament onto such a young cluster can be calculated using the line
mass of that filament. It is defined as ¤𝑀acc = 𝑀line𝑣inj where ¤𝑀acc
is the accretion rate, 𝑀line is the line mass of the filament, and 𝑣inj is
the velocity of the filament (Kirk et al. 2013). From velocity gradient
and mass observations of filaments, one can therefore conclude the
accretion rate given a projection angle through assuming the above
simple cylindrical model. This is an idealized cylindrical model that
assumes that all of the mass being funneled to the cluster by the
filament is bound. We can compare this accretion rate to the rate
of change of bound mass of the cluster to see how accurately the
accretion rate represents the total change in the clusters mass.
We find that, for all of our single and double filament simulations

involving our smaller cluster, the rate of change of the cluster mass
averages at ≈ 0.7 ¤𝑀acc. For the simulations involving our more mas-
sive central cluster, this value averages at ≈ 0.5 ¤𝑀acc and is similar
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for all filament setups and parameters. As well, the introduction of
an ambient medium increases the rate of change of the cluster mass
to ≈ 0.8 ¤𝑀acc. Lastly, our SDC13 simulation results in an accretion
rate that plateaus at ≈ 1 ¤𝑀acc due to the increased potential from the
gas funneled by all three filaments. Therefore, idealized cylindrical
models represent the total mass of our simulations best when an
ambient background is included, or when the common "Y" shape is
used for our filament orientations. In our other simulations, they are
overestimating the total mass of the cluster.
All of our filament simulations inject filamentary gas towards the

cluster at the same velocity (2kms−1). This choice was made so that
the filament would interact with the central cluster before it had a
chance to form dense, potentially star forming cores. This allowed us
to explore the 𝑓fil parameter space more thoroughly. In reality, fila-
ment kinematics can vary. For example, observation of the Mon R2
region performed by Treviño-Morales et al. (2019) show that filament
accretion rates can range from 10−4 - 10−3M�yr−1 for filaments with
line masses in the range 30-100M�pc−1. While filament velocities
of ≈ 2kms−1 can lie in this range, it can also correspond to filaments
with velocities < 1kms−1. Furthermore, gradients along filament
widths have been observed in filaments around the Serpens South
cluster (Fernández-López et al. 2014, Dhabal et al. 2018, Chen et al.
2019) implying even more complex kinematics along filaments. In
this work, we did not explore the parameter space spanned by kine-
matics. However, because lower filament velocities result in lower
kinetic energy injection into the central cluster, we can expect that
less gas would be removed from the central cluster is the filament
velocities were lower in our simulations. As well, probing lower fil-
ament velocities would lead to less gas mass being accreted onto
the cluster. These lower velocity filaments would, however, have a
chance to form stars that could be accreted onto the cluster at later
times.
As well, there exists evidence of a commonality amongst filaments

showing that they have characteristic widths of ≈ 0.1pc (André et al.
2022). In observations, this value is derived as the full width half
maximum (FWHM) of a filament density distribution (Arzoumanian
et al. 2011). Using the entire filament density distribution as the
filament width has been shown to result in widths of 0.3pc (Peretto
et al. 2014) which we used in our simulations (see figure 1 for an
example). Though our simulations do not consider the FWHM of the
filament density distribution as its width, we can still extrapolate how
our simulations would behave if our filaments had a width of 0.1pc.
Because our results show that the width of a filament with respect to
the size of the cluster is important is determining how the cluster will
react to accretion, we conclude that accretion from filaments with a
width of 0.1pc will result in less gas mass becoming unbound from
the cluster. Clusters accreting from filaments with a width of 0.1pc
will also see an increase in the amount of potentially star forming
dense gas over time. This would lead to an even better agreement
with the sink particle prescription when calculating the total mass of
the accreting cluster.
Our 30 simulations of gas accretion onto a central star cluster

provide us with hints into the complexity of young cluster evolu-
tion inside GMCs. Coupling the results from this work with those
from Paper I leads to a more comprehensive view of the sink parti-
cle prescription, and provides ways in which it can be improved in
larger scale GMC simulations. We find that mergers of young gas
rich subclusters do more to contribute to inaccuracies between our
models and the sink particle prescription than accretion from am-
bient background gas or filaments. In the future, it is important to
know how the two processes, mergers and gas accretion, affect one
another directly. Our future work will probe this further and lead us

to simulations of the full build up of massive clusters from H18, and
similar simulations, in greater detail.
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